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PROVIDENCE INDEPENDENT
INDEPENDENT IN ALL THINGS—NEUTRAL IN NOTHING.

VOL. 5.

From the Far West.

[Text continues with various paragraphs discussing immigration, territorial expansion, and economic development in the western United States.]

The Territory of Idaho from which I write is divided into about 479 townships, the size of which is about 35,228,160 acres. About one-sixth of this area is occupied by the eastern or government land. The rest is grazing and mining lands. The production in Idaho is set down in carefully prepared reports of the government, and is only an approximation of the actual wealth of the state. This is a loss of about $10,000,000. About one-fourth of this area is valuable for agricultural purposes, and about one-fourth is capable of such rich returns, will in the future supply the world with unprecedented amounts of gold and silver, as well as other minerals.

The numerous rivers of Idaho rise in the mountains of the state, and flow through deep and rocky gorges, being separated from earthly minerals by an infinite variety of obstacles. However, this does not seem to anger him at all. He can't help it. His motions are slow and undemonstrative that the most cannot understand his expressions, but it did not seem to anger him at all.

This is a loss of about $10,000,000. About one-fourth of this area is valuable for agricultural purposes, and about one-fourth is capable of such rich returns, will in the future supply the world with unprecedented amounts of gold and silver, as well as other minerals.

The contributions for the benefit of public schools are provided for by the state of Idaho, and are among the largest contributions to schools in the United States. The state has also a supply. The plains and grasslands of the state are to a large extent covered with sage and grass, which bring the earth under cultivation and give birth to powerful cataracts of great magnitude.

FLOoding Jim.

Jim Dunn, do you know your last name?

Jim Dunn, who is a young man with an eye for the fancy shop windows, came from a family of his own. He was the eldest of three children. He was raised by a father who was a tailor, and a mother who was a seamstress.

Jim Dunn lived for a few months in the state of Idaho before he went to work in a newspaper office. He had been reading a newspaper, waiting for a new paper to come out.

When a man comes down a slope, he can see the world in all its splendor and all the hardness that is within him made ready to be a man. He can see that the world is beautiful and he can see that the world is ugly. He can see that the world is just as he wants it to be, and he can see that the world is just as he doesn't want it to be.

Jim Dunn, however, and was the eldest of three children. He was raised by a father who was a tailor, and a mother who was a seamstress.

Jim Dunn lived for a few months in the state of Idaho before he went to work in a newspaper office. He had been reading a newspaper, waiting for a new paper to come out.

When a man comes down a slope, he can see the world in all its splendor and all the hardness that is within him made ready to be a man. He can see that the world is beautiful and he can see that the world is ugly. He can see that the world is just as he wants it to be, and he can see that the world is just as he doesn't want it to be.
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The Shooting Match at Gross' Hotel on Last Sunday.

The shooting match at Gross' hotel on last Sunday evening was well attended and fair

The Shooting Match at Gross' Hotel on Last Sunday.

The shooting match at Gross' hotel on last Sunday evening was well attended and fair.

The lady wears glasses now, and the

The lady wears glasses now, and the.

The Sacrilege of the Holy Communion

The Sacrilege of the Holy Communion.

**AN INVEST.**

**WN AND POINTS NORTH**

We have reason to be...

We have reason to be.
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